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Good morning members of the subcommittees. I am Katie Sweeney, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of the National Mining Association (NMA). America’s mining industry supplies the essential materials necessary for nearly every sector of our economy – from technology and healthcare to energy, transportation, infrastructure and national security. The NMA is the only national trade organization that serves as the voice of the U.S. mining industry and the hundreds of thousands of American workers it employs before Congress, the federal agencies, the judiciary and the media, advocating for public policies that will help America fully and responsibly utilize its vast natural resources. We work to ensure America has secure and reliable supply chains, abundant and affordable energy, and the American-sourced materials necessary for U.S. manufacturing, national security and economic security, all delivered under world-leading environmental, safety and labor standards. The NMA has a membership of more than 275 companies and organizations involved in every aspect of mining, from producers and equipment manufacturers to service providers. I am pleased to testify this morning on behalf of the mineral and hardrock mining companies in the NMA.

Ever-increasing Demand for Minerals

There is widespread recognition that we are entering the most mineral and metal intensive era in human history.¹ Consequently, the right policies to

¹ Google results for the term “critical minerals” return nearly 24,000 responses (7,000 news specific) for the last month alone.
secure new domestic mineral production and our supply chains are more important than ever.

The international competition for minerals will be fierce. The European Union (EU) recently unveiled its “REPowerEU Plan” to scale-up and speed up renewable energy in the next decade.\(^2\) Late last year, the United Kingdom (UK) released its “Resilience for the future: The UK’s critical minerals strategy.”\(^3\) In December, Canada released its “Canadian Critical Minerals Strategy,” a generational “plan to position Canada as the global supplier of choice for critical minerals and the clean technologies they enable.”\(^4\) Of course, China, with its much longer planning horizon, moved earlier and more quickly to address the risks to its mineral supply chains. In 1999, the Chinese government announced its aggressive “go global” campaign to secure raw materials. The policy, which was fully implemented around 2002-2003, articulated three main objectives: (1) to support national exports and expand into international markets; (2) to push domestic firms to internationalize their activities as a means of acquiring advanced technologies; and (3) to invest in the acquisition of strategic resources.\(^5\)

Many public analyses evaluate the demand for minerals for new technologies but especially energy generation. Last year the International Energy Agency (IEA) issued a cautionary report about risks related to the mineral supply chains required for energy generation transitions.\(^6\) IEA estimates and others show that demand for some minerals could grow by more than 40 times by 2040. According to IEA:

- Lithium demand is anticipated to grow by more than 40 times by 2040, followed by graphite, cobalt and nickel at around 20-25 times;
- Copper demand for grid infrastructure and electrification more than doubles by 2040;
- Demand for cobalt is expected to be anywhere from 6 to 30 times higher than today’s levels; and
- Rare earth elements may see three to seven times higher demand in 2040 than today.\(^7\)

---


\(^7\) Id at pp.8-10
Other major reports echo the findings of the IEA. Wood Mackenzie, the World Bank, the Wilson Center and others outline staggering demand
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increases that are likely to outplace the available minerals supply. According to Wood Mackenzie:

- Demand for copper and aluminum is anticipated to increase by a third by 2040,
- Nickel demand grows by two-thirds and cobalt and lithium by 200 percent and 600 percent, respectively.  

Matching the speed and scale of this rising demand requires a permitting regime that enables the mining sector to respond to market signals. Current U.S. permitting timelines do not.

As the IEA recently concluded in a July 2022 battery supply chain report:

Electrifying road transport requires a wide range of raw materials. While all stages of the supply chain must scale up, extraction and processing are particularly critical due to long lead times. Governments must leverage private investment in sustainable mining and ensure clear and rapid permitting procedures to avoid potential supply bottlenecks.

**Impacts Down the Supply Chain**

End users of minerals have awoken to the challenge of securing mineral supply chains, a development perhaps most pronounced by the automotive sector as it advertises a transition to electric vehicles (EVs). Over the last few years, many of the major U.S. car makers have made ambitious announcements about their EV plans. As examples, General Motors has announced it will invest $35 billion in electric and autonomous vehicle product development until 2025 and that it will phase out petrol and diesel cars by 2035; Volkswagen wants half of its vehicle sales to be electric by 2030 and nearly 100 percent electric sales by 2040; and Audi will launch fully electric models only from 2026 and aims for all car sales to be electric by 2030.

At the same time, automakers are warning with ever greater frequency that the coming battery material shortfall could stop the EV revolution in its tracks. As recently noted by RJ Scaringe, CEO of EV start-up Rivian, the auto industry’s current semiconductor problems “are a small appetizer to what we are about to feel on battery cells over the next two decades.” No wonder, as the battery supply chain is already facing the pinch of rising material prices as the gap between demand and supply widens. Battery pack costs – which had been on a
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long downward trend – are now rising. Metals accounted for 40 percent of battery costs in 2015. Today, they account for 80 percent. Where the price of these metals goes, so does the cost of batteries and EVs. According to EV automaker Stellantis CEO Carlos Tavares, there will be a shortage of EV batteries by 2024-2025, followed by a lack of raw materials for the vehicles that will slow availability and adoption of EVs by 2027-2028 as the global automotive industry pivots to EVs to meet an expected increase in consumer demand and government regulations. He recently cautioned that the “speed at which we are trying to move all together for the right reason, which is fixing the global warming issue, is so high that the supply chain and the production capacities have no time to adjust.”

Automakers have been seeking solutions, including inking deals directly with mining companies. For example, last year Tesla addressed its concern about obtaining the nickel for its EVs by entering into an agreement with BHP to obtain nickel from Australia and more recently with Talon Metals to buy quantities of nickel directly from a mine the company is building in Minnesota. Ioneer has signed a binding offtake agreement with the Ford Motor Company to supply lithium from its Rhyolite Ridge lithium-boron project in Nevada. Only last week, General Motors announced it was investing $650 million in Lithium Americas to secure access to production from its Nevada operations, which General Motors estimates will contribute to one million EVs annually. For this deal, General Motors was one of more than 50 automakers and companies seeking a secure supply of minerals from Lithium Americas.

At the same time, automakers are urging the ramp up of domestic mining. Last year, the Alliance for Automotive Innovation wrote President Biden expressing concerns that “neither the current trajectory of consumer adoption of EVs, nor existing levels of federal support for supply- and demand-side policies, is sufficient to meet our goal of a net-zero carbon transportation future.” One of the specific policy recommendations offered by the Alliance is to promote national security and economic security enhancements through the development of U.S.-based supplies of critical minerals (extraction, processing and recycling), battery and fuel cell manufacturing, and other critical components, including semiconductors. And as succinctly stated recently by Jim Farley, President and CEO of Ford Motor Co.:
We have to bring battery production here, but the supply chain has to go all the way to the mines. . . So are we going to import lithium and pull cobalt from nation-states that have child labor and all sorts of corruption or all we going to get serious about mining?” . . . We have to solve these things and we don't have much time.”

We have our work cut out for us to build our domestic mineral supply chains quickly. As recently reported by The New York Times, how automakers will obtain enough materials for an all-electric lineup remains unclear. Just last month, Farley told analysts that only 50 percent of the raw materials needed to meet the auto industry’s announced EV targets were actually available.

**Demand Cannot Be Met Without New Mining**

The automakers are just one stakeholder group that acknowledges the role of domestic mining in securing our supply chains. Certainly, the federal government has repeatedly noted that boosting sustainable domestic mining must be part of the solution. For example, in May 2021, the White House rebutted reporting from Reuters claiming that President Biden will primarily rely on ally countries to supply the bulk of the metals needed to build EVs. In its clarification, the White House noted that the reporting incorrectly characterizes the Biden-Harris administration’s approach:

> President Biden is focused on seizing the electric vehicle (EV) market, sourcing and manufacturing the supply chain here in America, and creating good-paying, union jobs. Building American-made EVs and shipping them around the world will include leveraging American-made parts and resources. This includes responsibly pursuing, developing, and mining critical minerals and materials used for EV batteries. As we strengthen our supply chains, we will pursue strong environmental standards and broad, rigorous consultations with local and indigenous communities to support a responsible, fair, and sustainable EV industry.”

Working with our allies, like Canada, to build these supply chains is smart. But that must complement the essential work of standing up production and these supply chains at home. It cannot come in place of it.

Recent withdrawal decisions this month locking up more than 225,000 acres in federal Forest Service lands from mining for two decades after also withdrawing federal leases nearly sixty years old from projects in the same areas known for some of the nation’s largest reserves of nickel, cobalt, copper, platinum, and
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palladium could only be described at best as short sighted and at worst self-sabotage.23

Current Permitting Process Discourages Investment in U.S. Mining

With over $6 trillion worth of mineral resources here in the United States, a highly trained and highly compensated workforce, and world-class environmental and safety standards, the U.S. mining industry is essential to helping the nation meet ever-increasing demand for minerals for electrification, infrastructure and manufacturing needs.

However, there is real room for improvement. To improve supply chain security, we must also have a robust domestic mineral supply chain. That includes more smelting, processing and refining capabilities in the U.S. necessary to claw back these essential processes from geopolitical adversaries like China, which controls more than 80 percent of global rare earth element production, nearly 90 percent of global mineral processing capabilities as well as the market prices for rare earth elements at each step of the process.

Permitting delays have been, and continue to be, one of the most significant risks to meeting domestic mineral production goals. As the permitting process for important projects across the U.S. drags on, geopolitical rivals are taking advantage of our bureaucratic inertia. Opening or expanding a mine in the U.S. typically involves multiple agencies and the navigation of tens or even hundreds of permitting processes at the local, state and federal levels, with little transparency into status, delays arising from duplication among federal and state agencies, an absence of firm timelines for completing environmental assessments, and failures in coordination of responsibilities between various agencies. Necessary government authorizations now take an average of seven to 10 years to secure – one of the longest permitting processes in the world for mining projects – a time period that is completely out of step with the dramatic increases in minerals production that will be needed in the coming decades to keep up new technologies, infrastructure, manufacturing and even with the administration’s goals.

In the U.S., necessary government authorizations place the U.S. at a competitive disadvantage in attracting investment for mineral development. By comparison, permitting in Australia and Canada, which have similar environmental standards and practices as the U.S., take between two and three years. The NMA believes that valid concerns about environmental protection should be fully considered and addressed but permitting processes should not serve as an excuse to trap mining projects in a limbo of duplicative, unpredictable, endless and costly review without a decision point. Moreover, there is little evidence that such delays yield commensurate environmental benefits. The length of the permit process should not be confused with the rigor of review. Ironically, it takes about two years to

build a new battery gigafactory, but it takes at least eight years (sometimes more than 10 years) to build a new lithium mine.  

Nearly two decades ago, the U.S. attracted almost 20 percent of the world’s total mining investment. Unfortunately, in the time since, there has been a sharp decline in U.S. exploration investment. This is not due to lack of resources, but rather a lack of confidence in the U.S. as a viable mining jurisdiction in which to invest hundreds of millions of dollars in upfront costs due to duplicative, inefficient and costly permitting timeframes, making the U.S. more dependent on other countries for metals.

**Current Permitting Process Encourages Foreign Dependence**

The U.S. is increasingly vulnerable to supply chain disruptions and retaliation from geopolitical adversaries due to our ever-increasing reliance on imports for these essential resources. Less than half of the mineral needs of U.S. manufacturing are met by domestically produced minerals, which leaves our economy and national security at a strategic disadvantage. The U.S. Geological Survey’s annual commodity summary released only last week makes some key findings:

- Last year, imports made up more than one-half of the U.S. apparent consumption for 51 nonfuel mineral commodities, and the United States was 100 percent net import reliant for 15 of those.

- Of the 50 mineral commodities identified in the “2022 Final List of Critical Minerals,” the United States was 100 percent net import reliant for 12, and an additional 31 critical mineral commodities (including 14 lanthanides,
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24 Comments of Dr. Qichao Hu, founder and CEO of Massachusetts-based battery maker SES, in an interview with Charged.
which are listed under rare earths) had a net import reliance greater than 50 percent of apparent consumption.

- Underscoring the vulnerability of U.S. mineral supply chains, China was the leading source of mineral commodities with a greater than 50 percent import reliance providing 26, with significant imports of other essential commodities also coming from Russia.

- The estimated value of U.S. metal mine production in 2022 was $34.7 billion, six percent lower than the revised value in 2021. In 2022, the capacity utilization for the metals mining industry was 61 percent, less than the 63 percent capacity utilization in 2021.²⁵

### U.S. Mineral Import Reliance

![U.S. Mineral Import Reliance Chart]

Source: USGS Mineral Commodity Summaries 1990-2023 editions

While alarming, these findings are the latest in a 20-year trend of net imports that cost our country roughly $90 billion last year alone. Though the warning signs about our import reliance have been highlighted by a few key legislators for years, overall political concern about minerals supply chains has waxed and waned – with periods of frenzy following unexpected shortages, especially for military
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applications such as China’s exercise of its dominance over the rare earths’ minerals supply chain – followed by periods of complacency.26

Before the more recent exposure of supply chain vulnerabilities from the pandemic and geopolitical developments of the last few years, the most recent panic occurred in 2010, when China threatened global rare earth supplies. As the Congressional Research Service (CRS) explained:

Chinese export quotas on a type of critical minerals referred to as rare earth elements (REEs) and China’s curtailment of rare earth shipments to Japan over a maritime dispute in 2010 represented a *wakeup call* for the United States on China’s near-monopoly control over global REE supply. The actions of the Chinese led to record high prices for REEs and, as a result, began to shine a light on the potential supply risks and supply chain vulnerability for rare earths and other raw materials and metals needed for national defense, energy technologies, and the electronics industry, among other end uses. U.S. legislators have introduced and deliberated on bills that would address the potential supply risk and vulnerability with respect to rare earth supply and bills that would promote domestic rare earth mine development.27 (Emphasis added.)

Unfortunately, none of these past efforts or policies have reversed the U.S. overreliance on foreign sources of minerals despite widespread acknowledgement that this overreliance weakens our economy and endangers our national security. China’s mineral dominance remains a major threat. Currently, China is the leading producer and/or supplier of 66 percent of mineral commodities listed as essential to U.S. economic and national security including lithium, rare earths and other battery metals.28 According to USGS, production concentration has increased markedly over the past few decades for many mineral commodities with the most notable global shift has being the increasing production of mineral commodities in China.29 As illustrated by the following USGS data, China’s share of global mineral production and processing has grown markedly since 1990 for many mineral commodities, including aluminum, bismuth, refined cobalt, gallium, lead, magnesite, magnesium metal, mercury, REEs, silicon, steel (raw), titanium, vanadium and zinc.
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28 Notably this reliance comes despite existing U.S. resources. In the 2022 Mineral Commodity Summaries, the USGS indicated the U.S. had an estimated 48 million metric tons (mt) of copper that can be mined and processed economically, 69 million mt of cobalt, 340 million mt of nickel and 750 million mt of lithium. Regardless, in 2021, the U.S. imported 48 percent of U.S. consumption of nickel, 76 percent of cobalt, 45 percent of copper, and more than 25 percent of lithium.

China’s strong supply chain position stems, in large part, from state investment in processing and manufacturing, rather than an inherent advantage in reserves for most materials. China’s “go global” strategy included $390 billion in outbound direct investments in the mining sector. For example, as discussed in a recent White House report on supply chains:

- China is the primary global supplier of cobalt for batteries, despite having very limited reserves, through its aggressive investment in processing capacity coupled with foreign direct investment for ores and concentrates.

---

30 For selected elements of the periodic table, the figure displays a time series of China’s estimated share of global production for various associated mineral commodities for the years 1990–2018. In the periodic table, production refers to primary production or mine production. In the subfigure below the periodic table, multiple supply chain stages or forms are displayed for each mineral commodity. Elements not assessed are white. For a few mineral commodities (gallium, germanium, indium, selenium, silicon, strontium, and tellurium), data are not available for all years in the time series.

• China has a dominant position over the Democratic Republic of Congo cobalt reserves, which constitute half of the known global cobalt reserves.
• China has billions invested in nickel projects in Indonesia, home to one-quarter of overall global reserves.
• Mexican-based Sonora clay lithium deposit, operated by China-based Gangfeng Lithium, is currently under development, and would increase total lithium production by roughly half of today’s production.  
• Chinese firms have also made multiple and large investments in mining operations around the world to ensure their supply of critical materials like cobalt, nickel and lithium. Just last month, China based CATL, the world’s largest EV battery manufacturer, beat out U.S. and Russian companies to develop the world’s largest lithium deposit in Bolivia.

As a result of these tactics, China controls significant portions of the global mineral supply chain. The IEA reported in May 2021 that China was responsible for 60 percent of global rare earth elements production and nearly 90 percent of global processing for rare earth elements in 2019. And this threat is not limited to rare earths. As noted in USGS criticality methodology, “of the 54 mineral commodities evaluated, China was the leading producer of at least one stage of the supply chain for 35 commodities.”

It did not used to be this way and it does not have to be our future. At every turn, our import dependence is both outsized and unnecessary. As explained in a recent opinion piece published in *The Hill*:

> In the 1980s, the U.S. was the mineral capital of the world. Since then, China has developed a juggernaut battery supply chain industry. The industry is centered around chemical processing of battery materials, backed by substantial government funding and coordination. These subsidies led to a wave of outsourcing by
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33 See also, USGS 2020 Investigation of U.S. Foreign Reliance on Critical Minerals (There are instances where the mineral deposit or mining and mineral processing operation of a commodity is partially or completely owned and (or) controlled by foreign companies with strong ties to their governments. For example, Chinese firms have purchased equity stake in lithium deposits and operations in Australia and Chile, niobium operations in Brazil, a rare earth deposit in Greenland, and cobalt operations in the D.R. Congo, Papua New Guinea, and Zambia (S&P Global Market Intelligence, 2020). Investigating China’s investment in cobalt assets worldwide, Gulley and others (2019) found that when taking into account Chinese companies’ ownership in foreign assets on an equity-share basis, China’s share of global cobalt production increases from 2 to 14 percent for cobalt mine materials and from 11 to 33 percent for cobalt intermediate materials (figure 6). Furthermore, if the Chinese companies’ equity shares of the production from these assets are assumed to be as secure as its domestic production, then these acquisitions have the effect of reducing China’s NIR from 97 percent to an adjusted 68 percent, thereby reducing China’s exposure to supply disruptions (Gulley and others, 2019).) p. 8.
36 2021 Methodology, p. 7.
American companies across industries from semiconductors to steel. In addition, China has spent the last two decades investing in the mining industry abroad, including major investments and mineral rights in Australia, Africa, Asia and South America. This has led to an overreliance on China — and in turn vulnerable supply chains and a lost economic opportunity at home.37

Our mineral import dependence will be our next Achilles’ heel. The U.S. must focus on supplying these metals at home as part of the solution “to diversify supply chains away from adversarial nations and sources with unacceptable environmental and labor standards.”38

In order to support new domestic production, a robust domestic supply chain that includes minerals and metals sourced, refined, processed and smelted within our borders, we need to build on the important work done by this committee.

The following data from the mining program at the University of Missouri of Science and Technology is an important snapshot which allows us to better understand the domestic supply chain issues impacting production and refining and processing for simply one widely used metal.

### United States—Copper Mining, Smelting and Refining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mines Producing Copper</th>
<th>Tons Produced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>40 mines</td>
<td>1.9 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 primary smelters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 secondary smelters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 electrolytic refineries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 electrowinning facilities</td>
<td>2.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>25 mines</td>
<td>1.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 primary smelters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 electrolytic refineries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 electrowinning facilities</td>
<td>0.9 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### China—Copper Mining, Smelting and Refining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mines Producing Copper</th>
<th>Tons Produced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>0.4 million tons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7 million tons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1.7 million tons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.8 million tons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All information from USGS National Minerals Information Center’s Mineral Commodity Summaries or Yearbook

All tons are metric tons


This next graphic further illustrates the enormity of the supply chain issues that the U.S. and our allies continue to face if we do not take the necessary steps to support regulatory policies that encourage private investment rather than attempting to control it.

### What are the Solutions?

Chairwoman Cathy McMorris Rodgers and Natural Resources Committee Chairman Bruce Westerman’s *Securing American Mineral Supply Chains Act* supports a robust domestic mineral supply chain that prioritizes responsible resource development through policies that provide certainty to all mining operations and manufacturers; sets lead agencies and improves the timeliness of the permitting process with timelines; maintains access to mineralized federal lands unless specifically withdrawn by Congress and unless the U.S. Geological Survey can assure that a withdrawal does not threaten supply chains; supports research, development and demonstration funding at the USGS and Department of Energy; new workforce development and training opportunities; and unlocks innovation by not supporting prescriptive mineral policies.

These policy recommendations are commonsense changes that would provide regulatory certainty to investors that the U.S. seeks to once again compete on a global scale in the mineral supply chain. Instead of only seeking to secure mineral supplies from foreign sources or exporting domestically extracted materials for further refinement, processing and smelting, these improvements in the permitting process would signal that the U.S. intends to secure the entirety of its supply chain, lessening vulnerabilities from outside sources, including geopolitical impacts.
Finally, other legislation on today’s legislative agenda speaks to the need for domestic uranium production. NMA strongly supports the funding Congress has appropriated to develop a uranium reserve. However, more needs to be done to support and fund a uranium reserve at the Department of Energy. Although recently removed from the critical mineral list, uranium is no less critical to the U.S.

Other opportunities within the committee’s jurisdiction to support a domestic mineral supply chain is to pass bipartisan Good Samaritan legislation. Last Congress, the NMA worked with groups like Trout Unlimited to develop legislation introduced in the U.S. Senate by nearly twenty bipartisan senators and supported by state departments of environmental quality, Tribes, and conservation organizations. This is the first bipartisan introduction of Good Samaritan legislation in twelve years. We are working toward an introduction of this legislation again this Congress in the House and Senate. This would not only allow the processing of tailings and other mine waste from historic mining operations long since abandoned and with no current liable owner, but also provide the added benefit of cleanup and remediation activities that if left alone, will continue to degrade the water quality conditions and pose ongoing safety risks to surrounding habitat and neighboring communities.

Conclusion

The U.S. is at a mining crossroads. Mineral demand is soaring, but our policies are lagging. We must encourage more domestic mining and processing to meet future demand and ensure that the materials required for everything from infrastructure to electrification are readily available. The NMA appreciates the prioritization of these issues by the House Energy and Commerce Committee and is eager to help craft important policy solutions for the future.